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This Paper discusses energy harvesting from atmospheric phenomena for small unmanned aerial vehicles,

theoretically through simulations and practically through experimental flights. A comparison between different

scenarios for flight within the sinusoidal wind profile is presented. A significant improvement in performance with

active control of command surfaces has been found for an energy-harvesting mode when compared to

autostabilization or fixed-stick flight. Moreover, a detailed decomposition of the stochastic wind profile generated

from the Kaimal spectrum has shown which frequencies and magnitudes of wind time series have the highest

contribution to the energy-transfer process. It is found that wind profiles with higher turbulence intensity

potentially provide more energy for transfer to the aircraft. Furthermore, the Paper reveals a biologically inspired

sensory system for wind field estimation. It describes the necessary equipment and control algorithms for the

exploitation of atmospheric energy. Initial flight tests were performed to determine the average power

consumption of the motor for altitude hold tasks and to evaluate the performance of sensors. Moreover, additional

flights for autonomous exploitation of several atmospheric phenomena are presented and analyzed.

Nomenclature

A, B = adjustable constants
CD = drag coefficient
CL = lift coefficient
CT = thrust coefficient
C0; : : : ; Cn = constant gains
c = mean aerodynamic cord, m
D = drag force, N
E = specific energy, J/kg
Fα = low-frequency spectrum
K1; : : : ; Kn = control gains
kg = sinusoidal gust amplitude, m/s

kw = wave number
L = lift force, N
M = moment, Nm
m = mass, kg
P = specific power, J ⋅ kg−1 ⋅ s−1
p = pressure, Pa
q = dynamic pressure, Pa
S = wing surface, m2

T = thrust force, N
Ti = turbulence intensity
t = time, s
V = airspeed, m/s
W = weight, N
wx;wz = longitudinal and vertical components, m/s
X = vehicle horizontal position, m
Y = vehicle lateral position, m
Z = vehicle vertical position, m
α = angle of attack, deg

γ = flight-path angle, deg
δ = control activation angle, deg
θ = pitch angle, deg
σ = intensity of fluctuations
ϕ = roll angle, deg
ψ = yaw angle, deg

Subscripts

a = air-mass referenced
c = command
e = elevator or both ailerons
i = vector/component expressed in inertial frame
m = spectral peak

I. Introduction

SMALL unmanned aerial vehicles (SUAVs) usually fly in lower
levels of the atmospheric boundary layer. Such a flight is often

exposed to a turbulent environment provoked by complex meteoro-
logical conditions. Those disturbances are usually due to the intricate
interaction of the moving atmosphere and Earth’s relief and natural
world. SUAVs very often fly in the environment very close to birds.
It is well known that birds use various flight strategies to exploit
atmospheric conditions. Therefore, inspiration can be found and
translated into the flight strategy of small robots. The flying speed
of birds and SUAVs is on the order of magnitude of the wind speeds
that can be encountered in their flying environment. Therefore, such a
flying environment provides a sufficient amount of energy that can
potentially be harvested. The average magnitude of wind in Europe
measured in the horizontal plane at 10m above ground followed over
a period of 44 years (1957–2002) shows a variation of 2–4 m∕s
depending on the exact location of the region as presented by Peter
[1], while the speed of flight for small unmanned aerial vehicles is
usually between 10 and 15 m∕s. The performance in the form of
endurance and range for unmanned vehicles grows significantly with
their size and mass. The same trend is valid for airspeed. Moreover,
SUAVs are usually able to fly with the use of only chemical energy of
batteries, with the endurance of up to 1 h or a couple of hours for very
efficient aircraft. An option for considerable improvement in endur-
ance could be achieved with solar cells. However, according to the
angle of the panel with the sun rays, time of the day and year, and
geographic location, solar cells will have different output power.
Therefore, the exploitation of atmospheric energy represents a great
opportunity for the performance improvement of SUAVs.
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The work of Phillips [2] has shown that the effect of thrust in the
case of the vertical gust is too small to be used on high-speed flying

vehicles. On the contrary, this approach has shown that there is a
potential for performance improvement of SUAVs. The thrust effect
in the case of vertical sinusoidal gust has been also explained by Patel

and Kroo [3]. While penetrating the negative vertical wind compo-
nent (updraft), the aircraft’s lift vector tilts forward due to the appear-
ance of the induced angle of attack. Because of the lift force tilting,

a new small component of force appears in the forward direction.
That force performs a positive work on the aircraft and can be even
enlarged if the aircraft performs additional pitching maneuvers. The

same principle remains valid for downdraft, in which the aircraft has
to experience negative g’s. An extensive amount of work has been
also reported on the subject of static soaring. This flight technique

aims at exploiting a quasi-stationary lifting air mass also known as
thermal. One of the most famous strategies defining the necessary
speed to fly is known as MacCready [4] theory. An algorithm that
could exploit naturally occurring convective thermal updrafts for

extending the endurance of unmanned aerial vehicles has been
developed recently by Edwards [5] and applied to 4.3 m wing-span
glider. An application of a biomimetic energy-harvesting algorithm

to the trajectory planning of a SUAV within atmospheric convection
is presented by Gudmundsson et al. [6]. This work is further devel-
oped into a control algorithm with a decisive mechanism for whether

to deviate from the original flight trajectory or to take advantage of it
[7]. The optimal flight trajectories for energy harvesting inspired by
albatross flight (that are often called dynamic soaring) were demon-

strated by Zhao [8], Bonnin [9], and most recently Liu et al. [10].
While a significant amount ofwork has been done on exploiting long-
duration atmospheric effects with a flight strategy often called

autonomous soaring (for example, the experiment described by
Fisher et al. [11], Watkins et al. [12], Mohamed et al. [13] and most
recently by Depenbusch et al. [14,15]) and dynamic soaring (exploit-

ing spatial gradients), a few theoretical works on exploiting gusts
have been performed.
Exceptionally complicated urban spaces pose a challenge for the

autonomous operation of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs). In the
urban environment, the characteristic scale is on the order of a few

meters, which is due to complex interactions between buildings,
trees, and the living world. A simulation tool that captures unsteady
aerodynamics of flight through such complex terrain has been pre-
sented and demonstrated by Cybyk et al. [16]. All strategies previ-

ously described omit advance knowledge or prediction of the wind
velocity field ahead of an UAV. However, a method for sensing flow
disturbances in the proximity of mini-UAVs and using the output

signal for further stabilization has been demonstrated by Mohamed
et al. [17–19]. The control strategy has been developed for the roll
axis as most sensitive to wind turbulence. Recent experiments by

Watkins et al. [20] related to measurements of wind vector compo-
nents on several spanwise locations confirmed statements about
spatial variation of turbulence magnitude. A flush air data system

intended for wind vector sensing in dynamic soaring UAVs is pre-
sented by Quindlen and Langelaan [21]. The system uses pressure
holes on the aircraft nose cone as inspired bywandering albatross and

giant petrel nostrils. An overall view of biologically inspired soaring
techniques and aerodynamic structures is illustrated by Rasuo [22].
An overview of aerodynamic structures for aircraft drag reduction
inspired by wing tips of some natural flyers has been investigated by

Gavrilovic et al. [23].
The presented research provides an overall methodology for pre-

paring the system for estimation and exploitation of atmospheric
turbulence. Some theoretical aspects, revealing different flight sce-
narios within the sinusoidal profile, are exposed in Sec. II. A more

detailed study for the theoretical investigation of the stochastic wind
profile is revealed in Sec. III. Section IV describes the way of feeling
the turbulence, inspired by natural flyers and equipment onboard

the aircraft. Moreover, it describes the software and its control laws
used during experiments. Finally, Sec. V reveals the analysis of
energy-harvesting flight tests performed at various meteorological

conditions.

II. Flight Simulations Through Sinusoidal Wind Profile

The flight simulations in this section consider the longitudinal
motion of the aircraft represented as a point mass model. Thework is
an extension of the published papers by Gavrilovic et al. [24,25], in
which theoretical analysis of the energy-harvesting technique was
demonstrated with both sinusoidal and stochastic wind profiles. This
Paper aims at providing quantified benefits through different flight
scenarios within the gust environment. The equations of motion are
based on themathematical model presented byRasuo and Stojakovic
[26,27]. It is also important to note that aircraft kinetic energy is
defined with respect to airspeed rather than groundspeed. While it is
possible to use both formulations to solve for flight trajectories, the
mechanism by which useful energy is gained must be understood in
relation to the vehicle’s movement relative to the air. The previous
statement is in accord with a description of the energy-harvesting
mechanism by Rayleigh [28] and more recently by Taylor et al. [29]
and Koessler [30].
The flightmechanics has been solved using Runge–Kutta ordinary

differential solver ODE45 found inMATLAB®. Aerodynamic coef-
ficients and models used in this section are detailed in Appendix A
and are obtained using amodified version of the vortex latticemethod
(Athena Vortex Lattice program), including the prediction of viscous
drag by Bronz [31]. The system of equations describing aircraft
motion based on longitudinal dynamics shown in Fig. 1 is the
following:

−L�W cos γ � W

g
�−V _γ � _wx sin γ � _wz cos γ� (1)

T cos α −D −W sin γ � W

g
� _V � _wx cos γ − _wz sin γ� (2)

M � qScCM � �θIyy (3)

The analysis began with an arbitrarily chosen frequency and
amplitude of a sinusoidal gust profile. The objectivewas to determine
and quantify potential benefits from several case scenarios. The first
flight was performed in a calm atmosphere (i.e., no wind conditions
and calm atmosphere) in which the necessary thrust coefficient was
determined in order to perform altitude hold flight. The second flight
implied an imposed wind profile in the form of a sinusoidal function.
It illustrates the potential benefits in the case of no control (pilot
holding the control stick and flying through a predefined sinusoidal
gust) as shown in Table 1. The third flight assumed the use of a
proportional-integral regulator for maintaining zero mean altitude
hold within given wind conditions. The flight requires 7% more
power when compared to the reference flight. Finally, the fourth
flight brought a savings in invested power of around 40% when
compared to a reference value. The flight of energy harvesting within
the sinusoidal wind profile implies the use of optimized active
control of command surfaces for specific power maximization as

Fig. 1 Two-dimensional flight mechanics.



demonstrated by Gavrilovic et al. [24] and Langelaan [32,33]. The

optimization of constant gains K1 and K2 from Eq. (4) for aircraft

power maximization was performed with a method explained in the

work by Gavrilovic et al. using the genetic algorithm NSGAII found

in the OpenMDAO package of PYTHON. The control law (i.e.,

command surface deflection) is in the form of constant gains multi-

plying an a priori knownwind component and its derivative as shown

in Eq. (4). Despite the fact that the genetic algorithm brings the

highest energy-harvesting result, the computation time is relatively

high. This was important due to the fact that constant coefficientsK1

andK2 had to be optimized for each frequency and magnitude of the

sinusoidal wind profile, whereas for the case of flight through the

stochastic wind, gain coefficients were obtained for specific profiles.

The logic behind chosen control is that the aircraft can pitch up or

down depending on the wind profile itself or its derivative,

δe � K1wxjz � K2 _wxjz (4)

The amount of energy gained from wind fluctuations has been

compensated with less required thrust to maintain the same mean

energy level as in steady flight. Figure 2 shows the last two flight

cases from Table 1. Full lines on Fig. 2 represent the energy-harvest-

ing mode. The second subgraph of the figure shows certain parts of

specific power. In the case of the energy-harvesting mode, the power

coming from wind fluctuations is always positive and of significant

magnitude compared to the required power. Figure 2 only shows the

last 20 s of simulation time, as the experienced wind profile and
corresponding maneuver (i.e., elevator deflection) and energy state
are easier to visualize. To maximize the power coming from wind
fluctuations, the aircraft is performing a pitching-up maneuver
according to the negative vertical wind and pitching-down maneuver
during the positive vertical wind. The wind specific power shown on
the second subgraph of Fig. 2 represents the third part of specific
power,

P �
_Ea

m
� −gwz �

qS

m
�CT cos α − CD�V − V� _wx cos γ − _wz sin γ�

(5)

The last subgraph illustrates the activation of ailerons (for pitching
up/down) during the flight, satisfying the constraint of never exceed-
ing 50 deg angle of deflection. Despite the idealistic flow conditions
(i.e., unrealistic gust profile), the simulations proved the feasibility of
the atmospheric energy-harvesting flight strategy and showed prom-
ising values in terms of the extended range and endurance. It can be
concluded that energy harvesting brought significant energy savings
and would therefore be the preferred flight regime in such atmos-
pheric conditions.
As presented in Table 1, we have used only one arbitrarily chosen

frequency and magnitude of the sinusoidal wind profile. To extend
the analysis, the following results demonstrate the maximization of
specific power (optimal control for each wind profile) for flight
within various sinusoidal profiles. The new parameter for quantifi-
cation of benefits has been introduced as a ratio between specific
power from wind fluctuations [i.e., third part of Eq. (5)] and required
specific power (drag) for each flight scenario. Any ratio bigger than
zero would provide savings in terms of the thrust required to over-
come drag. It can be concluded from the results shown in Fig. 3 that
the ratio of mean specific power from wind fluctuations and required
power grows considerably with the magnitude of the sinusoidal gust.
On the contrary, the rise in frequency for a single magnitude did
not bring any significant benefits to the overall power of the aircraft.
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Fig. 2 Flight simulations through sinusoidal gust profile.

Table 1 Flight regime comparison

Flight case Altitude hold Mean energy gain

Flight through calm atmosphere �0 m Reference CT

Fixed-stick flight wz � 2 sin�1.8t� �0.4 m �3%

Autostabilization flightwz � 2 sin�1.8t� �0.038 m −6%
Energy harvesting wz � 2 sin�1.8t� �4.2 m �42%



The results demonstrate the importance and contribution of wind
magnitude in the energy transfer between the aircraft and the turbu-
lent atmosphere.

III. Simulations for Stochastic Wind

The aim of this section is to explore the benefits of energy harvest-
ing within a stochastic wind profile. The wind time series was built
using Kaimal and Finnigan’s [34] spectra. Widely used Dryden and
von Kármán spectral representations describe an average of all con-
ditions for clear air turbulence. These representations are often used
for describing flight conditions that correspond to a commercial
aircraft environment. The limitations for those two models are due
to the factors not incorporated into the spectral representation, such as
terrain roughness, wind shear, and mean wind magnitude. On the
contrary, Kaimal and Finnigan’s spectra were developed onmeasure-
ments over flat homogeneous terrain, at the lowest levels of the
atmospheric boundary layer. The spectrum used in this analysis is
presented in Eq. (6):

Fα � Aσ2u∕kwm
1� B�kw∕kwm�5∕3

(6)

The wind profiles used in the analysis were generated with two
different values of turbulent intensity Ti � 5 and 15% as shown in
Fig. 4. The chosen length scale was 340 m for both profiles. The law
of turbulence energy dissipation shown in Fig. 4 served as an input for
the wind generator. Spectral analysis of generated wind and corre-
sponding time series are presented in Fig. 5. This graph also reveals
the number of modes used to generate a single profile. The subgraphs

of Figs. 5c and 5d show the evolution of the time series of generated
wind with a number of modes used for construction. More simply,
the wind profiles are made as a sum of sine functions as shown in
Eq. (7) with amplitude and frequency shown in Figs. 5a and 5b:

wz;i �
Xn�modes

i�1

Ma;i sin�fit� (7)

To avoid the influence of vertical wind itself [the first part in
Eq. (5)], wind profiles were constructed so that the mean value of
each wind time series is zero. As for simulations in Sec. II, the
increase in the energy state will be evaluated through wind specific
power [the third part of Eq. (5) for general specific power in longi-
tudinal flight], described by

P _w � V� _wz sin γ − _wx cos γ� (8)

The objective of energy harvesting is to keep Eq. (8) positive
and maximum with respect to the power required by the changing
flight-path angle according to the wind derivative. The first
assumption of this analysis is that there is no horizontal wind.
Therefore, the change in the flight-path angle will be proportional
to the wind derivative. The gain kg from Eq. (9) was chosen with the
condition that the flight-path angle never exceeds 50 deg. The second
assumption in this analysis is related to the flight-path angle, and it
claims that the aircraft is capable of following the given law for
gamma, nomatter the frequency of oscillations. In this way, we avoid
the potential study of aircraft maneuverability. In two-dimensional
flight dynamics from Sec. II, Eq. (3) describes the necessary moment
needed for a certain acceleration in pitch. The most influential
parameters here are the inertia of the aircraft and pitching moment
coefficient CMα. The third assumption is that the unsteady aerody-
namic effects are neglected. This involves a highly possible shift in
both the frequency and magnitude of lift generated during high-
frequency oscillations,

γ � kg _wz (9)

Nevertheless, the study aims at discovering which frequencies and
magnitudes of the realistic wind contribute potentially more to an
increase in the energy state of the aircraft. Finally, the results are
presented in Fig. 6. An increase in the energy state has been quanti-
fied through mean specific power for 100 s of simulation. It can be
seen from the graph that the lowest amount of power is obtained for
wind profiles made from first modes characterized by a low fre-
quency and high magnitude. As the number of modes for developed
wind grows, the increase inmean power becomesmore considerable.
Itmeans that the aircraft would potentially extractmore energy froma
more energetic wind profile. Moreover, the rise in the turbulence
intensity of the wind increases the efficiency of the energy transfer.
The rise from higher turbulence intensity is due to the higher magni-
tude of wind fluctuations. The results also show that the addition of
modes after 2.5 Hz does not significantly affect the power from wind
fluctuations. This is due to the low magnitude of sines that come in
addition.
Moreover, two flight simulations were performed within the pre-

sented profiles from Fig. 5. As a result, it can be seen from Fig. 7 that
the more energetic profile (with Ti � 15%) indeed brought more
positive specific power for the flight of 100 s. These simulations
involve Eq. (3), which describes the maneuvering capabilities of the
aircraft with mainly its pitching moment coefficient and moment of
inertia. This result proves that the aircraft is theoretically capable of
performing necessary maneuvers for the maximization of the energy
transfer with the turbulent atmosphere that can potentially be expe-
rienced in nature. However, the amount of mean power extracted
fromwind fluctuations from both stochastic profiles with Ti � 5 and
15% is relatively small when compared to the mean power required
for flight. Therefore, the experimental campaign will be targeting
large-scale atmospheric phenomena as updrafts and strong wind
gradients.
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IV. Methodology and Instrumentation for Experiments

A. Bioinspired Surface Pressure Sensing

1. Inspiration

Ideas of dynamic energy transfer betweenmoving atmosphere and
flying vehicles have already come in the past from unfailing experi-
ence from nature. The airspace of SUAVs is very often shared with
birds. Real-time sensing of the flow oncoming onto an aircraft is

required to enable effective energy harvesting. Many sources in the

literature claim that birds have natural sensory systems that enable
them to detect and exploit atmospheric disturbances. According to

Videler [35] and Scott and McFarland [36], birds use several flight

strategies to gain energy and reduce the invested energy of flapping.

Interaction of wind and obstacles such as buildings, hills, or waves

generates an ascending component of air motion. Many birds with

knowledge of soaring techniques use these updrafts to power their
flight instead of wing flapping. In the case of unequal heating of the

Earth’s surface provoked by the punctured cloud layer implies an

uplift of hot air, known as thermal. Eagles, condors, vultures, and

many other large birds use these updrafts with a technique called

thermal soaring in order to extend their endurancewhile searching for

food. Another example is the sweeping flight within the gust pushed
by waves. Gulls and pelicans use these gusts to power their flight by

flying along the wave cliffs. Gaining speed while the wave slows

down, they are able to pull up and glide to another wave where the

process continues. Some birds such as kestrels remain motionless

above a point on the ground by flying into thewind at a speed equal to
that of the wind. This technique is called wind hovering.
Many biological studies report that there is a dense network of

nerves around feather follicles. Feathers are connected to follicles in

the skin, and they represent a very complex system of interconnected

muscles and nerves. The primary function of such an anatomical
configuration is mechanoreception. Specialized feathers on the head

and breast have been shown to act as indicators of wind speed and

direction. It has been also found that birds have very sensitive nerve

endings (Herbst corpuscles) in their skin that can detect very high

frequencies of vibrations ofmore than 100Hz. Severe turbulent flows

a) Amplitude and frequency for Ti = 5% b) Amplitude and frequency for Ti = 15%

c) Wind time series for Ti = 5% d) Wind time series Ti = 15%

Fig. 5 Stochastic wind profiles for analysis.

Fig. 6 Specific power from wind fluctuations for wind profiles gener-
ated with different numbers of modes.



will cause the feathers to vibrate and gyrate wildly. As the feathers

are elevated by the air stream, mechanoreceptors increase their dis-

charge frequency according to Brown and Fedde [37]. However,

identical copies from nature to man-made technologies are still not

feasible for practical applications. It took millions of years for

evolution to develop such extraordinary sensory systems and skills

of natural flyers. On the other hand, an imaginative inspiration and

transformation into technology are often based on various steps of

abstraction.

2. Local Angle of Attack from Pressure on Wing

The paper from Gavrilovic et al. [38] reveals a system for the local

angle of attack estimation based on pressure measurements on the

wing. The idea implies that a certain pair of pressure ports is located

on the wing, as shown in Fig. 8, where one port (pressure port P1) is

on the upper surface of the chosen section while the other is on the

lower surface (pressure port P2). A similar system has been recently

used by Wood et al. [39]. Those points are recording a pressure

difference with time, which has to be normalized with dynamic

pressure in order to enable the effectiveness of the system for various

airspeeds. A single location on the wing measures the pressure

difference, and the estimation of the local angle of attack, including

the influence of both aileron deflection, can be expressed with

following Eq. (10). A detailed calibration process has been explained

in the work of Gavrilovic [38],

αl � C0 � C1

�
p1 − p2

q

�
� C2

�
p1 − p2

q

�
2

� C3δa1 � C4δa2

(10)

The calibration of the pressure sensors integrated into the flight-

test vehicle was performed in controlled and repeatable conditions of

the wind tunnel as shown in Fig. 9. The WindShape testing environ-

ment is composed of a rectangular module housing 162 coaxial fans

and a filter for flow stabilization. The dimensions of the module are

1450 × 850 mm, and the speed range is between 0 and 14 m∕s. As
the aircraft had only rotational freedom of movement, the equality of

the pitch angle delivered by the inertial measurement unit (IMU) and

angle of attack was valid. Those conditions enabled sufficient data

needed for the determination of constant coefficients found in

Eq. (10). The constant coefficients in Eq. (10) were determined using

the linear fit function that can be found in PYTHON.

B. Test Vehicle and Equipment

The chosen test vehicle is a 1.2 m flying wing shown in Fig. 10.

This type of aircraft could be representative of a powered drone that

Fig. 7 Two-dimensional simulations for energy harvesting within stochastic profiles.

Fig. 8 Bionical approach.



has been loaded with sensors and other payloads. The aircraft is

equipped with an IMU integrated on the latest version of the Papa-

razzi [40] Chimera (shown in Fig. 11) autopilot system. The accel-

erations delivered from the IMU have been transformed into pitch

and roll angles of the aircraft. The onboard equipment also includes

a differential global positioning system (DGPS) enabling high

precision for the estimation of climb and ground speed. The initial,

prototype version of the aircraft incorporates several pressure sensors

and specially fabricated and custom-designed aeroboom. The boom

is designed to house two magnetic encoders connected with three-

dimensionally printed wind vanes and a pitot tube at its tip as shown

in Fig. 10. The isolated system of the aeroboom itself delivers the

angle of attack, slide slip, and airspeed information apart from local

estimation on the wing from pressure sensors. Moreover, an addi-

tional sensor for motor power consumption was integrated into the

system. It provides information on current consumption and voltage

of the motor. The hardware information is summarized in Table 2.
The flying vehiclewas also equippedwith a bioinspired system for

the local angle of attack estimation from pressure measurements

on the wing. In total, four locations were chosen on the wing. The

farthest points were located at 75% of the wing half-span and will be

from now on denoted as points 1 and 4. Longitudinally, points were

located near the center of gravity to avoid the induced angle of attack

provoked by aircraft rotation. The chosen location of points 1 and 4

enabled the detection of the first appearance of a local stall on the

wing. There were two more points located at 25% of the half-span

wing. Those points are denoted as 2 and 3. The purpose of using

multiple locations for the local angle of attack estimation can be

found in multiple useful functions. The first one is for being able to

detect gusts with a length scale bigger than or equal to the distance

between points. This condition would ensure that while penetrating

the gust the aircraft would experience mainly pitching and heaving

movements. It can serve as a decisive mechanism for the energy-

harvesting flight mode. The other purpose can be found in, for

example, in-flight stall prevention. If the aircraft under any scenario

approaches critical conditions of separation, the stall recovery system

could bring the aircraft back to a stable state.

C. Wind Estimation and Control Algorithm

The attitude stabilization control laws from open-source autopilot

system Paparazzi have been used directly without any modification.

Fig. 9 Calibration process with WindShape.

Fig. 10 Flight-test vehicle.

Fig. 11 Control architecture: Chimera autopilot system, version 1.0 (SD = Secure Digital).



Instead, the guidance control has been modified for the atmospheric

energy extraction controller. Horizontal and vertical guidance con-

trols are handled in a decoupled way in Paparazzi. To obtain the
optimum pitch angle, it was sufficient to modify only the vertical

guidance control, while the horizontal guidance has been kept as it is.

As shown in Fig. 12, we estimate horizontal and vertical wind

components from several parameters given by the onboard sensors.
Based on longitudinal flight dynamics shown in Fig. 1, we have the

following expressions for wind components:

wx � _xi − V cos�θ − α� (11)

wz � _zi � V sin�θ − α� (12)

The method for two-dimensional wind field estimation has been
previously demonstrated by Gavrilovic et al. [38]. The wind compo-

nents and their derivatives are being multiplied with a set of constant

gains,K1,K2,K3, andK4, as shown in Fig. 12. Finally, the sumof the
wind component multiplied by a proportional gain and its derivative
is used to define the optimumpitch angle and given directly to vertical
guidance control as the desired pitch angle θc. Vertical guidance
control affects both the pitch angle and the throttle level. We have
used amode inwhich the desired pitch comes from the optimumpitch
calculations. Moreover, we are able to fix the throttle to a predefined
value that can be modified by a slider during the flight. The previ-
ously described control strategy has been incorporated in a special
autopilot mode for energy harvesting called GUST. As there were
four locations on the wing for the angle of attack estimation, they
served as a decisive mechanism for energy extraction control. If all
four sensors provided outputs with a difference of less than a 5%,
GUST mode would be activated, and ailerons would act based on
estimated wind velocity components. On the contrary, aileron input
would be canceled. This condition was imposed to ensure that
pitching up or down was performed for sufficiently large length
scales of a gust to warrant energy extraction. More precisely, if the
length scale of the wind is equal to or larger than a wing span, the
aircraft will perform energy-harvesting maneuvers. The update rate
for data acquisition from pressure and inertial sensors is 100 times∕s.
On the other hand, data used for control input can be filtered in real
time with a rate chosen via the ground control station in flight.
In the AUTO 2 control of Paparazzi, the vertical control loop

controls the pitch and the throttle according to the climb speed set
point, which comes from the altitude error. First, the altitude error is
computed between the altitude set point of the trajectory and the actual
altitude estimated at the current point. The estimation of the current
altitude uses the DGPS measurements and the altitude calculated from
static pressure measurements obtained from the onboard barometer.
Then, the climb speed set point is computed proportionally to the
altitude error with an addition of a constant preclimb command.
Afterward, the pitch angle and throttle set points are calculated by
traditional proportional–integral–derivative control using the climb
speed set-point error. The resultant throttle set point is smoothed out
through a slew function and then sent to the motor directly. However,
the pitch angle set point is sent to the cascaded inner attitude control
loop where the allocated elevator commands are computed and then
sent to the corresponding control surface actuator(s). The AUTO 2
mode has been primarily used for loitering, altitude hold missions.

V. Experimental Results

A. Outdoor Flight-Testing Procedure

The outdoor flight-testing procedure was performed in early
summer at the local air-model club in southern France, with coor-
dinates of the test location 43°27 044.8 0 0N − 1°16 023.5 0 0E. The flight
region shown in Fig. 13 is composed of moderate hills and the vast
valley at the end. The controller used in this work enables a total of
four modes that can be chosen manually from the remote-control

Table 2 Hardware description

Description Details

Autopilot board Paparazzi Chimera version 1.0
IMU MPU-9150
Differential pressure sensors HCLA02X5EB
Magnetic encoder MA3-P12-125-B
DGPS Ublox NEO-M8P2

Fig. 12 Control law for energy harvesting: GUST mode.

Fig. 13 Flight-test site in southern France.



transmitter. The first mode is fully manual with respect to the pitch,

roll, and thrust input of the pilot. The secondmode is semi-automatic

(AUTO 1), in which aircraft perform stabilization in a roll while still

respecting pilot inputs. The third mode is fully autonomous (AUTO

2), in which aircraft follow predefined trajectories (either a circle,

hippodrome, or points), maintaining specified altitude. Finally, the

fourth mode (GUST) is related to energy-harvesting flight. In this

mode, the aircraft follows the given trajectory while performing

autostabilization in roll and energy-harvesting maneuvers. The in-

flight wireless communication between the aircraft and ground con-

trol station allows real-time insight on flight parameters, modifica-

tion, and definition of the flight path and tuning of various control

gains. It also provides a real-time plotting of any sensor output.

B. Angle of Attack Measurements

The system used in this Paper uses two different approaches for the

angle of attack estimation. Some initial flight tests served to compare

and verify coherence between two systems. Those tests were per-

formed with calibrated constant coefficients for a pressure-based

a) Trajectory for 12 circles with diameter 200 m on the first
day

b) Trajectory for ten circles with diameter 150 m the second
day

c) Motor electrical power consumption for 13 min with 
average 25 W on the first day

d) Motor electrical power consumption for 10 min with 
average 24 W on the second day

e) Wind speed estimates on the first day f) Wind speed estimates on the second day

Fig. 15 Altitude hold task (AUTO 2 mode): loitering flight for determination of average power consumption.

Fig. 14 Angle of attack measurements in flight test [38].



angle of attack [shown in Eq. (10)] determined from wind tunnel
sensor calibration as shown in Fig. 9. The results presented in Fig. 14
show that angle of attack estimation from pressure measurements on
the two farthest locations on the wing has high coherence with one
delivered by a wind vane (please see Fig. 10 for aeroboom). The
oscillations shown in the graph were made with preprogrammed
aileron input with chosen frequency and magnitude of sinusoidal
function. The spectrum analysis reveals that there is a certain differ-
ence in magnitude for the highest peak. Because of the inertia of the
wind vane, one can notice a slight rise in magnitude. The effect of
inertia is even higher for flight within stronger winds. Besides the
potential for gust length-scale determination (that can be incorpo-
rated as a decisive mechanism) and development of a stall recovery
system, it can be concluded that pressure measurements on the wing
provide a more reliable estimation of the angle of attack when
compared to wind vane option, particularly for a flight with strong
wind fluctuations. Therefore, the angle of attack estimation will
further be based only on pressure measurements on the wing.

C. Average Power Consumption

Several flights were performed to determine the average power
consumption of the motor while performing predefined circle
trajectories at a given altitude. The flight controller was set for
AUTO 2 mode, with the purpose of maintaining the predefined
trajectory path while correcting the altitude with thrust input. The
first flight, shown in Fig. 15, was performed over flat terrain with
moderate wind conditions (average around 5 m∕s). It can be seen
in Fig. 15e that the vertical wind component was most of the time
below 0.3 m∕s. The average power consumption of the motor for

14 circles was 25 W. The second flight shown in Fig. 15b was
performed within weak wind conditions (up to 2.5 m∕s) in which
the average power consumption shown in Fig. 15d of 24 W was
found for ten circles.

D. Autonomous Flight to Exploit Thermals

The initial version of the energy-extraction controller mode
(GUST) was designed in a way to have all the elements of AUTO 2
mode with an exception for the freedom of pitching up or down
motion. Besides, the aircraft still follows the given trajectory in a
horizontal plane (x–y plane) and remains stable in the roll. It reacts
according to the estimated wind component and corresponding con-
trol law for energy harvesting. The particular flights presented in
Fig. 16 are energy harvesting from quasi-stationary updraft. The
flights presented in Figs. 16 and 17 are performed with GUSTmode.
The weather conditions at that particular day enabled strong forma-
tions of rising air.
Although soaring in updraft conditions does not assume exploita-

tion of wind gradients, the flight strategy applied was used to test the
effectiveness of the controller, wind estimation, and average electri-
cal power consumption. The controller, in this case, uses only propor-
tional gainmultiplying the estimated vertical wind component, while
other gains are set to zero. This will enable the aircraft to pitch up in
case of an updraft. Also, the system compares the coherence of angle
estimation from pressure measurements on the wing, allowing the
controller to act within a sufficiently large length scale of the updraft.
When compared to the loitering mission (altitude hold task per-
formed on the same day) shown in Fig. 15, soaring within thermal
shown in Fig. 16 resulted in around 50% less electrical power

a) Trajectory of the aircraft within thermal 1 b) Motor electrical power consumption for 4 min, average
13.5 W

c) Estimated wind components

Fig. 16 Autonomous flight to exploit thermal on the first day.



invested and 123 m of altitude gain in the same time for 4 min of
flight. The second flight presented in Fig. 17 was performed on the
other day, resulting in 60% less electrical power consumption and
100m of altitude gain. It is interesting to notice that as the strength of
the vertical wind was growing, as shown in Fig. 16c, themotor power
consumption was reduced in Fig. 16b. The results, of course, refer to
atmospheric conditions experienced on a particular day and location.
The nature of the atmosphere, especially nowadays, does not guar-
antee the repeatability of the exact same conditions. However, the
results show that significant gains can be achieved by using biologi-
cally inspired sensory systems and flight techniques.

E. Exploitation of Horizontal Wind Gradient: Dynamic Soaring

The following part of the experimental campaign was performed
within a strong wind shear formed after the rising hill. On that
particular day, the aircraft was flown with strong wind conditions
in which the horizontal wind velocity went up to 8 m∕swith increas-
ing altitude. The aircraft was initially aligned with the upcoming
wind with semi-automatic mode (AUTO 1), from where the fully
autonomous mode for energy harvesting (GUST) was activated. A
small portion of the initial flight is presented in Fig. 18, while the
whole cycle is shown in Fig. 19. The flight segment and correspond-
ing case for power maximization are shown in Fig. 18b. The flight
segment shows the ascent within the positive horizontal wind gra-
dient. The flying maneuver presented in Fig. 18 is in accordancewith
the flight case for aircraft specific power maximization within wind
shear from Lawrance and Sukkarieh [41,42] and Gavrilovic et al.
[24,25]. This flight can also be presented as an initial maneuver for

neutral energy cycles of albatross flightwhile doing dynamic soaring.
The results have demonstrated that the aircraft performed a pitching
maneuver for aircraft power maximization within a strong wind
gradient. During the maneuver, the control system was relying on
gainsK1 andK2, which multiply the horizontal wind component and
its derivative. Moreover, the flight within such a strong wind was
accomplished with only 5Wof averagemotor consumption, which is
five times less than what was found to be needed for the altitude hold
task. It is important to notice from Fig. 18a that during the pitching
maneuver within the positive gradient, ∂wx∕∂z > 0, the aircraft air-
speed remained constant. This means that the gain in kinetic energy
from the wind gradient was transformed into potential energy and
was therefore free climbing.
A bigger picture of thewhole cycle shown in Fig. 19a illustrates the

combination of altitude hold (with autostabilization AUTO 2 mode)
and energy-harvesting flight (GUST). The cycle was initiated with
GUST mode, in which aircraft were mainly climbing within the
presence of horizontal wind gradient while maintaining a constant
level of airspeed. After reaching a certain altitude level, the aircraft
wasmanually put intoAUTO2modewith amission to autonomously
come back to initial altitude while still following predefined hippo-
drome trajectory. As can be seen in Fig. 19b, after 100 s of energy-
harvesting flight, the aircraft entered autonomously into zero-thrust
gliding toward the initial altitude. The overall motor consumption
during the whole cycle was around 9 W, which is almost three times
less than what was found for altitude hold flight. Moreover, the
aircraft still had an excess of potential energy after reaching the initial
point of the cycle.

a) Trajectory of the aircraft within thermal 2 b) Motor electrical power consumption for 3 min, average
11 W

c) Estimated wind components

Fig. 17 Autonomous flight to exploit thermal on the second day.



VI. Conclusions

The simulations presented in this Paper reveal the advantages and
possibilities of flight using the mechanism of energy harvesting from
atmospheric phenomena. Different flight scenarios have been studied
for flight within the sinusoidal gust profile. It was found that energy
harvesting can bring significant benefits through reduced necessary
thrust to perform altitude hold tasks. The overall power required
between different flight scenarios was compared, and it was found
that energy harvesting provides significant savings in invested power.
Moreover, the influence of various combinations of frequencies and
magnitudes of sinusoidal gust have been investigated. It was found
that an increase in the magnitude of the sinusoidal profile brings a
significant increment in the amount of energy harvested. The second
analysis was dealing with simulations related to the potential of
energy harvesting for flight within a stochastic profile generated from
the Kaimal spectrum for two different turbulence intensities. It was
found that a more energetic turbulence profile provides potentially
more energy for harvesting.
The second part of this Paper was related to the development and

application of a biologically inspired sensory system for the local
angle of attack estimation from pressure measurements on the wing.
A basic system for wind field estimation using commercially avail-
able sensors has been presented. The initial flights were performed
to determine the mean electrical power consumption for an altitude
hold task with a given trajectory. The first energy-harvesting flight
campaign was performed over flat terrain with a strong presence of
thermals. Even though this Paper is not strictly related to thermal

soaring, the designed controller for energy harvesting proved to be
efficient that day, bringing around 120 m of altitude gain with 50%
lessmotor power consumptionwhen compared to a loiteringmission.
The second phase of the experimental campaign revealed that the
energy-harvesting controller enables the aircraft to perform neces-
sary pitching maneuvers for power maximization while flying within
a strong spatial wind gradient. Moreover, it was found that energy-
harvesting flight, while performing a hippodrome cycle, can be
performed with almost three times less average invested power when
compared to only altitude hold task. The aircraft was exploiting wind
gradient while climbingwith a constant airspeed in the first part of the
hippodrome cycle and in the second, after a certain altitude it glided
toward initial level.
The energy gain from wind fluctuations investigated using flight

simulations can be connected to experimental results through the last
part of the equation for aircraft specific power. In both cases, the
vehicle was performing maneuvers intending to benefit from the last
part of the specific power equation that contains wind derivatives.
This part represents the gain in kinetic energy, which is being trans-
formed in reduced necessary power for flight. The difference can be
found in the repetitive behavior of a sinusoidal profile, while in real
flight, this Paper has used large-scale gradients. The theoretical results
also show that energy harvesting from wind fluctuations (stochastic
wind profile with Ti � 5 and 15%) brought a relatively small amount
of energy to the aircraft when compared to the power required for
flight. Therefore, the experimental test campaign focused on large-
scale atmospheric phenomena, as thermal and dynamic soaring.

a) Flight parameters within horizontal wind gradient wx / z > 0

b) Flight maneuver for specific power
maximization in wind shear

Fig. 18 Autonomous flight to exploit horizontal wind gradients.



It should be noted that the presented flight-test campaign
intended to demonstrate that the significant benefits can be achieved
while exploiting atmospheric phenomena with a 1.2 m fixed-wing
vehicle. Having in mind that the control used in this Paper is
optimal only for certain wind strengths, the research opens a
possibility for a new study related to the improvement of the control
law, providing the opportunity to the vehicle to benefit optimally
from different wind scenarios simultaneously. Although the bio-
inspired sensory system provides precise information about the
experienced wind conditions, the authors consider that advanced
knowledge of the wind field would provide necessary awareness for
path planning with more sophisticated optimal control by using,
for example, miniaturized laser or sonic detection systems in the
future.

Appendix :Aircraft Properties

The aircraft steady aerodynamic coefficients have been deter-
mined using the Athena Vortex Lattice program designed by Profes-
sor Mark Drela from Massachusetts Institute of Technology. The
software has been modified to take into account the viscous effects.
Each section of the wing is treated according to its Reynolds number
and corresponding viscous polar. The viscous drag coefficient in this
study has been taken as a function of the total angle of attack seen

by each section and the corresponding Reynolds number. Such

innovation provides an upgrade for polar [shown in Eq. (A3)] esti-

mation for a single flight speed. The aircraft lifting surfaces are shown

in Fig. A1, and the corresponding aerodynamic derivatives are shown

in Table A1.
The simulations in Sec. II assume the following representation of

main aerodynamic coefficients:

CL � CL0 � CLαα� CL _α
_αl

2V
� CL_θ

_θl

2V

�
X

Control

�
CLδδ� CL_δ

_δl

2V
� : : :

�
(A1)

CM � CM0 � CMαα� CM _α
_αl

2V
� CM _θ

_θl

2V

�
X

Control

�
CMδδ� CM_δ

_δl

2V
� : : :

�
(A2)

CD � 5 × 10−6α4 − 4 × 10−5α3 � 4 × 10−4α2 � 3.2 × 10−3α

� 0.0409 (A3)

a) Trajectory of the aircraft within hippodrome cycle

b) Flight parameters for specific power maximization in wind shear

Fig. 19 Autonomous flight to exploit horizontal wind gradients within a hippodrome cycle.
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Fig. A1 Lifting surfaces for vortex lattice program.

Table A1 Aerodynamic properties

Parameter Value

Wingspan 1.2 m
Airfoil Sipkill 1.7∕10
Mean aerodynamic cord 0.27 m
Wing surface 0.26 m2

Mass 0.75 kg
Cruise speed 12 m∕s
Aspect ratio 7
Iyy 0.1 kg ⋅m2

CLo 0.32

CLα 5.12∕rad
CLq 13.78∕rad
CL _α f (Hz, m)

CLδe −0.5∕rad
CMα −3.33∕rad
CMq −19.83∕rad
CM _α f (Hz, m)

CMδe −0.0462∕rad
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